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ABSTRACT

An effective solution for mass education evaluation
is Online Examination System. This project focuses on how

to implement a secure environment for online-examination
in academic and business environment without the need of
any special network topologies and hardware devices. It

will not only reduce the instructor's load, but will also

enhance the system flexibility to fit every instructor's
needs and from the examinee point of view, they can save

their time of travel, energy and money. They can write
their exam remotely and can view their results
immediately.

This report is to elaborate all those procedures and
features which were followed during the development of

this system. This document is primarily to mention the
project details like, how it got developed, its main

requirement, different features, functionalities and the

procedures which were followed in achieving all these
objectives. It is very important for an Institution to

conduct the Examinations and their results and it is
important to test their people continuously for their
mutual development. This system is helpful for conducting
Multiple Choice, Fill in the blanks and Paragraph type

questions which can be conducted regularly as well as for
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surprise tests. Any Institute can effectively apply the
"Online Examination System" for conducting quick exam and

producing better results faster.
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CHAPTER ONE
PROBLEM DEFINITION
1.1 Existing System
Most institutions, whether educational or not, need

an examination system to rigorously test and evaluate
their student's and trainee's outcomes. The existing
system at most places is manual but some places have an

online system. A manual system includes manual entry of
the details of persons for their registration. It is

sometime difficult for students to reach the exam center

when they live far. A manual system always requires to

prepare registration forms, question papers and to print a

lot of papers manually [2]. Calculating how many students
are registered and verifying details of all these students

manually is very difficult. This manual activity takes

quite a lot of time and money and it requires manpower as
well [2]. Another factor that should be taken into
account, is the possibility of error, which needs

verification and checking of data. In each examination, we

have destroyed many trees. After the examination,
instructor reviews results. Without online examination, it

would be very difficult to do these tasks [3] . A

limitation of manual systems is that they are not all
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personalized and cannot be used for quick reference. The

places which are using the online system face the problem
of handling it. To fulfill the needs of the student and
the instructor, there is an administrator required, which

is an additional overhead [3] .
1.2 Proposed System
The modern computerized system is designed to
overcome with the drawbacks of existing system. This new

system has got many advantages than the old manual one.
People can register and take exams very easily from

different places. It is more personalized and developed in
a way that all the users can understand all the available
options in it without any difficulty. Important matters

are not always locked and it is accessible easily at the

time of urgency. Standard level of security has been
maintained in this system and important data has been kept

more secured. It is easy to understand, more user friendly

and any quick entries or modification can be done in this
system whenever needed. It does not need a dedicated
Administrator.

This system is divided into two modules:
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1.2.1 Teacher's Module
An instructor has to register first and login to the

system. After login, he has full privilege to the system.
He is a user who is responsible for preparing the
questions and its answers and upload into the database. He
can look for the created questions and can select the

questions for the tests.

1.2.2 Student's Module
An examinee is a user who has to register first and
login to the system to take the exam. After login, he has
the option to start the exam, check the result or review

it. Every exam will be having a time limit. If an examinee
is not able to finish his exam in the time limit, he will

be directed to the result page immediately after time out.

In this system answers can be received in the three
formats: Multiple-choice, Fill-in-the-blanks and
Paragraph. Multiple choice and fill in the blank type
answers is checked automatically and produce the results

immediately. However, paragraph type answers needs
instructor to deal with and to grade it. This type of

answers cannot produce results immediately and when they
are graded, instructor can upload it on the system and

then it is available to the examinee.
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CHAPTER TWO

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
2.1 Module Description
The Online examination system consist of two module

1.

Teachers Module

2.

Students Module

2.1.1 Teacher's Module

The teacher's module has given the following

provisions
1.

Log-In

2.

Adding new chapter

3.

Creating Question Bank

4.

Look-up Question Bank

5.

Generating New Tests

6.

Reviewing Student Answer and Upgrading Student
Mark

7.

Log-Out

This module helps the teacher to conduct the test for

which the teacher needs to log in using the User-ID and

password which is created by the System Administrator.
After Logging In the teacher can add new chapter to his

subject. The next important activity of the teacher is to
create question bank for which the teacher has to provide
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information such as Subject Name, Chapter, and choose

Fill-ups, Objective, or Paragraph. If necessary details
are provided then the question bank for fill-ups,

Objectives, and paragraph will be created respectively.
Once the questions are added to the question bank the

teacher can generate the question paper by giving details
such as Name of the Test, Subject Name, Chapter, number of

Fill-ups, number of Objective and number of Paragraph
questions. The other activity of the teacher is to review

the paragraph question answered by the student and to

grade those answers. During this time whenever teacher
wants can log-out and exit.

2.1.2 Student's Module
The student's module has given the below mentioned
provisions

1.

Log-In

2.

New Registration

3.

Taking up the Test

4.

Check-Out the Marks

5.

Overall Test Review

6.

Log-Out

This module helps the student to take up a test in a
particular subject for which the student need to register
first and using the User-ID and password the student can
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Log-In. After Logging In the student can choose the test

that is available for a particular subject. The next

important activity of the student is to take up the test
that he has chosen. The result for fill-ups and objectives
will be given at the end of the test and answer for
paragraph will be posted to teacher for review and it is

available once it is graded. The other activity of the

student is that he can view the marks obtained in a
particular test and he can also review his overall test so

that the student could get to know the correct answer for
all the question along with the answer the student has

given. At the end the student can log-out and exit.
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CHAPTER THREE
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

3.1 Client Side

>

Browser: Internet Explorer 6.0 & above, Google
Chrome, Firefox

>

Processor: Pentium IV 2.0 and above.

>

RAM: 256 MB

3.2 Server Side

>

Browser: Internet Explorer 6.0

& above,

Chrome, Firefox

>

Processor: Pentium IV 2.0 and above.

>

RAM: 1 GB

>

Disk space: 4GB
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Google

CHAPTER FOUR
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS

4.1 Client Side

>

Web Browser, Windows 9X/NT/2000 with latest
Service Pack

4.2 Web Server

>

Apache Web Server, Windows NT/2000/XP

>

Data Base Server: MySQL
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CHAPTER FIVE

TECHNOLOGIES USED
This project is a web-based application which is

developed in PHP integrated with HTML for front end and
MySQL for database as back end.
i.

Database: MySQL

ii.

Input: PHP

iii. Output: HTML
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CHAPTER SIX

SYSTEM DESIGN
6.1 Use Case Diagram - Teacher's Module

10

6.2 Use Case Diagram - Student Module
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SYSTEM STUDY
7.1 Feasibility Study
7.1.1 Needs of User's Demonstration
A web-based application system removes most of the
problems listed above that, a user can face. Any user

basically wants to use a system which is web-based, which
can reduce loads of paperwork and can provide fast record

finding, flexibility, adding, modifying, removing, ease of
work, easily generating the reports and reducing the

dependency on Administrator.
7.1.2 Redefined the Problem

To propose the new system, I made a complete layout
of the whole system on the paper, with the problems of all
existing manual systems. By these existing manual systems

and its requirements, I was able to point out the problems

and needs. I further layout it in the basis of redefining
the problem specifications. In the initial phase of study,

I went through many steps, which I describe as: The
proposed system is going to be how much feasible? I

analyzed it when I compared all the points of both, one
the existing manual system and another proposed this web

based system, which is as follows:
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7.1.2.1 Cost. This proposed system's cost is lesser

than the existing manual system.
7.1.2.2 Effort. This new proposed system will be
providing a better working experience than the existing

system. The effort required will be comparatively less and

it will be easy to use.

7.1.2.3 Time. Time is one of the big factors as

generating any report or finishing any other work will
take lesser time than the manual system. Finding record,

updating and modifying data will take lesser time than the
manua1 sys tem.
7.1.2.4 Labor. The number of staff needed for
finishing any work in the existing system is higher than
the proposed system, as it needs less people working on

it.
7.1.2.5 Bottlenecks. The very first problem I saw was
that there were lots of prints on papers are being taken.
This is like the old-age way of storing the data on the

papers versus saving it into computer database. Saving the

data in the form of sheets of paper documents can create
the following problems:

i.

Filing - Filing all the documents in its
category is tedious and a time taking job.
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ii.

Less space - It is a big problem to find a place
to store the sheets of papers. These documents
are generally very important to be mistreated.

iii. Reviewing - All the intuitions that uses the

manual system, maintain their records manually
on paper. Maintaining this record is not easy in
the different places and it's a difficult job

for people to find out the record when needed as

well. This manual system is complete paper based
and time taking. It's tedious and flexible is
less, which causes a hectic work environment.

Chances of losing the records are high and

difficult to search. Maintaining of this
complete system is difficult and time taking.

iv.

Filtering - It is difficult filtering and

finding out the needed documents from all the
irrelevant ones when the count is higher than a

certain manageable number.

v.

Final Result - The whole processing is slow

because of manual work, its maintenance and its

requirement of manual job.
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7.2 Requirement for the Proposed System
To remove the above mentioned problems, it needed a

computer based application to take care of all of this
work. It needed a web-based application, which should

provide an environment to work that should be quick,

flexible and easy to use. Additionally, it should cut down
the report generation time and other manual and paper

work.

7.3 Aims and Objectives
The primary goal of this proposed new system is to
give a web-based comprehensive computer based application
to user, which can capture, collate and analyze all the

users information, cut down the time and the stuff and
evaluate the impact of the program.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SPECIFICATION REPORT

8.1 System Interface

This application is a self-contained system. There is
no data access of any outside application or none of the
other applications can have access to its data.

8.2 User Interface

Through any Browser Interface a user can access this
application. This interface could be viewed at its best by

selecting 1024 x 768 and/ or 800 x 600 pixels resolution in
computer display. MS Internet Explorer version 6 and above

will be fully compatible with this application.

Without

logging on to the system, none of the user can access this
application.

8.3 Hardware Interface
8.3.1 For Server

>

Intel P-III' or above

>

512 MB RAM Memory

>

4 GB hard disk space

>

Network Interface

8.3 .,2 For Client

>

PC

>

256 MB RAM Memory

>

Network Interface
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8.4 Software Interface
8.4.1 For Server

>

Windows NT/ 2000/ XP

>

Apache Server

>

MySQL Server

8.4.2 For Client

>

Windows 9X/ NT/ Workstation/ 2000 with latest
Service Pack

>

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 & above

8.5 Communication Interface
The proposed system should be accessible over the
Local Area Network (LAN) or Wide Area Network (WAN) by

using the TCP/IP protocol.
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CHAPTER NINE
OPERATIONS

9.1 Client Side

Operations are interactive by using options available
in the application, for example viewing of reports and

Data Entry generation.
9.2 Server Side
Database should be backed up every day internally and

at any external place as well by the administrator. So

that in case of any hard-disk crash, last backup should be
restored from internal backup or external.
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CHAPTER TEN
USER CHARACTERISTICS
There are two categories of users:

Administrator: Who accesses to all the master data
for any need of data manipulation and generate all the

required reports.

Operator: Who accesses to his corresponding data,

taking examination and viewing the results.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

CONSTRAINTS, ASSUMPTIONS , DEPENDENCIES
11.1 Constraints

At least 64 MB RAM memory will be needed for all the

clients for any normal operation as this proposed system
works on client server technology module.

11.2 Assumptions

It is presumed that all the users have the basic

general knowledge of using the system. Any data punched in
by user will be valid and final. This application is built
more users friendly, keeping in minds their requirements

at the same time.

>

Server Operating System should be MS Windows
NT/2000/XP.

>

Client computer should be at least MS Windows
9X/NT/2000, latest service pack is preferable.

11.3 Dependencies

It is depending on the users to use the international

standards for creating their User ID and to fill out all
the required information by following the right standards.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

SOFTWARE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES
12.1 Usability

Each form has all the provided links. The user has

ability to view and punch in the information in the
system. There are validations in each data field to catch
any invalid entries in the system. Some of the data-forms

have Hyper Links to provide more detailed information

about it. To produce the report, all the screens contain
drop down lists and text boxes.
12.2 Security

Application validates the users before allow to
access the system. User's designation decides its access

to any application resource. Basic security depends on the

every user's personal user ID and their Password.

12.3 Maintainability
A manual to operate online exam management

application will be available for all the users.
12.4 Availability

This application could be available as per the
requirement or around the clock if' there is time needed
for the maintenance, back-up or restoration.
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12.5 Portability
PHP has been used to develop this application. It is

portable to other operating system.
Porting one database server to another one would

require some development efforts as it is made in DB2.
12.6 Acceptance Criteria

To perform the functionality efficiently the
application should meet the basic functional requirements.

>

User friendly interfaces which contains proper
menus options.

>

Accurate data transfer within acceptable amount

of time,

depending upon the network speed and

online traffic.
>

Should not accept any entry of any duplicate key
values.

>

It should generate at least transactional Logs to
keep safe from any accidental loss of data.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

13.1 Conclusion

This Web-based Application makes it possible to offer
online examination worldwide. It saves lots of time and

man power by allowing multiple student users to take the
examination simultaneously and shows the results right way

when the exam finishes, so it's not needed to wait for the
results. This result is an auto calculated and auto
generated result by the server. Teacher users have a
privileged right to generate new question paper, edit the

existing ones and its answers. Student users could
register themselves in the system, and then they can log

in and take the test by using their user id, and can view
the results right away after finishing the exam.

Administrator's work has been significantly reduced by
distributing few privileges to teachers and students.
13.2 Future Enhancements

This project can be extended using higher level of
security. The system can be enhanced and improved by

deploying it to the World Wide Web (www), so that users
can use system at any place. Storing questions in
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encrypted form using RSA. Hierarchy of subjects and topics
can be extended to the books, section and to its

description to keep it more organized.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE DESCRIPTION
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Teacher:
Name

Data Type

Description

TeacherlD (PI<)

Int(5)

Unique Teacher ID

TeacherName

Varchar(20)

Name of the Teacher

Password

Varchar(6)

Password (Encrypted)

CourseName

Varchar(20)

Name of'the course

Name

Data Type

Description

CourseName (PK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the course

SubjectName

Varchar(60)

Subject to be Added

Name

Data Type

Description

Question ID (PK)

Int(ll)

Unique Question ID

CourseName (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the Course

SubjectName (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the Subject

Question

Varchar(200)

Question

Answer

Varchar(lO)

Answer

Explanation

Varchar(300)

Explanation to the Answer

Flag

Varchar(5)

Flag

Subject:

Question Type -1:
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Question Type - 2:

Name

Data Type

Description

Question ID (PK)

Int(ll)

Unique Question ID

CourseName (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the Course

Subj ectName (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the Subject

Question

Varchar(200)

Question

Choice 1

Varchar(60)

First choice

Choice 2

Varchar(60)

Second Choice

Choice 3

Varchar(60)

Third Choice

Choice 4

Varchar(60)

Fourth Choice

Choice 5

Varchar(60)

Fifth Choice

Answer

Varchar(30)

Correct Answer Choice

Explanation

Varchar(300)

Explanation

Flag

Int(10)

Flag

Name

Data Type

Description

Question ID (PK)

Int(ll)

Unique Question ID

CourseName (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the Course

SubjectName (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the Subject

Question

Varchar(200)

Question

Explanation

Varchar(300)

Explanation

Flag

varchar(5)

Flag

Question Type - 3:
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Question Paper:
Name

Data Type

Description

Test name (PK)

Varchar(20)

QuestionPaper Name

Test dbname

Varchar(60)

Database Name

Course name

Varchar(llO)

Course Name

Fillup

Int(20)

No.of Fillup

Objective

Int(20)

No.of Objective

Paragraph

Int(20)

No.of Paragraph

Test-duration

Int(ll)

Test Timing

Name

Data Type

Description

StudentID (PK)

Int(5)

Unique Student ID

StudentName

Varchar(20)

Name of the Student

Password

Varchar(6)

Password (Encrypted)

CourseName

Varchar(20)

Name of the course

Name

Data Type

Description

Tbl name (PK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the table

QuestNo

Int(ll)

Question Number

Student:

Test:
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Result:
Name

Data Type

Description

StudID (PK)(FK)

Int(20)

Unique Student ID

Test name (FK)

Varchar(60)

Name of the test

Fillup

Int(20)

Marks obtained in fillup

Objective

Int(20)

Marks obtaines in objective

Paragraph

Int(20)

Marks obtained in paragraph

Name

Data Type

Description

UserAnswer (PK)

Varchar(60)

User Answer

Result

Varchar(lOO)

Correct Answer

Test name (FK)

Varchar(20)

Name of the Test

StudID (FK)

Int(10)

UniqueStudent ID

QType

Verchar(20)

Question Type

Review Result:
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE CODE
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Teacher Login:

<?php include(“validateform.inc”); ?>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<?php include(“index.html”);?>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
<head>
<link href=“default.css” rel-‘stylesheet” type=“text/css” />
</head>
<form ACTION-Togin.php” name=“saveform” METHOD-TOST” align=“center”>
<center><h3>Teachers Login</h3x/center>
<div align-‘center”><centerxtable border=“0” width-‘704” cellspacing=“0” cellpadding=“0”>
<tr>
<td width=“385” align- ‘right”><table align-‘left” border-4^” height-‘6” width-‘300”
bgcolor=“#FFFFFF” cellspacing-‘1” cellpadding-‘0”>
<tr>
<td width-‘154” height-T9” bgcolor=“#000080” align=“center”xpxfont
coloF=“#FFFFFF”xsmall>UserID:</small></font></td>
<td width-T33” height=‘T9” bgcolor=“#000080” align-‘center”xpxinput
NAME- ‘username”
VALUE SIZE-‘8” MAXLENGTH-T 6” tabindex=‘T”x/td>
<td width-“64” height=“19” bgcoloi=“#C0C0C0” align=“center”xdiv
align=“center”xcenterxp><a href=“javascript:alert(‘The username must be between 4 and 16
characters long,’)”xsmallXsmall>Help</smallx/small></ax/td>
</tr>
<tr align=“center”>
<td width=“154” height=“17” bgcolor=“#000080” align-‘center”xpxfont
color=“#FFFFFF”xsmall>Password: </small></font></td>
<td height=“17” width=“133” bgcolor=“#000080” align- ‘center”><pxinput type=“password”
name=“password” size=“8” tabindex=“2” maxlength=“8”x/td>
<td height-4'! 7” bgcolor=“#C0C0C0” align=“center”xa
hre£=‘ javascript:alert(‘The password must be between 4 and 8 characters
long. ’ )”><small><small>Help</smallx/smanx/a></ td>
</tr>
<tr align~“centcr”>

<td width-T33” height=“i” bgcolor-7,-000080” align=“center” colspan- ‘3”><p><input
TYPE=“button”
NAME=“FormsButton2” VALUE=“Sign-In” ONCLICK=“validateForm()” tabindex-443”
style-“font-fainily: Verdana; font-size: 8pt”x/td>
</tr>
</table>
<?php include(“getresult.inc”); ?>
</div>
<tr>
<td align—‘center” width—‘319”xsmall><strongxa href=“reg.php”>New Registration
</ax/strongx/small></td>
</tr>
</table>
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</centerx/div>
</form>
<p align=“center”>&nbsp;</p>

<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
<?php
if (isset($_POST[‘password’])) // if the password is set then the form has been submitted on logimphp
page
{
include(“config.php”);
Susemame = mysql_real_escape_string($_POST[ ‘username’]);
$password = mysql_real_escape_string(encrypt_text($_POST[‘password’]));
$qstr = “SELECT * from teacher where Teacherid =$usemame and Password =‘$password’”;

$result = mysql_query($qstr);
if (mysql_num_rows($result))
header(“Location: loginfst.php”);

else echo “<font color=#ffOOOO><Center><b>**Failed Login**</b></Center></font>“;
mysql_close();
}
?>
Teacher login registration:
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmll-transitionaI.dtd”>
<html xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
<link hrefr=“default.css” rel=“stylesheet” type=“text/css” />
<title>Online Examination System</title>
</head>
<?php include(“index.html”);?>

<!--clink hrcf=“open.css” rel=“stylesheet” type=“text/css” /> -->
c?php
Slink = mysql_connect (“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“onlineexam”,$link) or die (“CanVt use foo: mysql_error());
if(isset($_POST[‘reg’]))
{
$rcgid=filtervar($_POST[<rid’],filter_sanitize_rid);
$name= filter_ var($_POST[‘tname’J ,filter_sanitize_tname);
$eid= filter_var($JP OST [‘email id’ ],filter_sanitize_emailid);
$usr= filter_var($_POST[tusmame’ ],filter_sanitize_usemame);
$pwd = filter_var($_POST[‘pass’]sfilter_sanitize_pass);
Scnamc = filter_var($_POST[‘crsname’ [ ,filter_sanitize_crsname);
$sname = filter_var($_POST[‘subname’] ,filter_sanitize_subname);
$query=“insert into teacher valuesCSregid/Sname ’/Seid’/Susr’/Spwd’/Scname’/Ssname’)”;
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//print “running query: <br />\n Squery <br />\n”;
mysql_query( Squery, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “,niysql_error());
print “Registered Successfully”;
}
?>
</head>
<body>
<center>
<form method=“post” name-‘fl ”>
ctable width=“50%” cellspacing=“20” align=“right”>
ctrxth colspan=“2”><font color-“#FF9900”>Teachers New Registration</fontx/thx/tr>
<tr><td>RegID</tdxtd> cinput type=“text” name=“rid” id-‘rid” size=“25” /></td></tr>
<trxtd>Name</tdxtd> cinput type=“text” name=“tname” id-‘tname” size=“25” /x/tdx/tr>
<trxtd>Email ID</tdxtdxinput type=“text” name=“emailid” size=“25” /x/tdx/tr>
<tr><td>UserName</td><tdxinput type-‘text” name=“usmame” size=“25” /></td></tr>
<tr><td>Password</tdxtd> cinput type=“password” name-‘pass” size=“25”/> </tdx/tr>
ctrxtd>CourseName</tdxtd> cinput type-‘text” name=“crsname” size=“25” /x/tdx/tr>
ctr>ctd>SubjectNamec/td>ctd> cinput type-‘text” name=“subname” size=“25”/x/tdx/tr>

ctrxtdxinput name=“reg” type=“submit” value=“Submit” /x/tdxtdxinput type=“button”
value=“reset” name=“hu” id-‘ygy” />c/td>c/tr>
</table>
ctable align-‘lefi”>
ctrxtdximg src=“online.jpg” width=“300” height^“300’7></tdx/tr>
ctrxtdxa href=“login.php”x—Previous—Login Page</ax/tdx/tr>
c/table>
</center>
</form>
</body>
<?php include(“footer,html”);?>
c/html>
Question Bank generation
Fillup;
ciDOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml 1/DTD/xhtml 1 -transitional.dtd”>
chtml xmliis- ‘http://www.w3 .org/1999/xhtml’ ’>
chead>
cmeta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l ”/>
<title>Online Examination System</title>
clink href=“default.css” rel=“stylesheet” type=“text/css” />
c?php include(“index2.html”);?>
c?php
Slink = mysql_connect(“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“onlinecxam”,Slink) or die (“CanVtuse foo: “. mysql_error());
session_start();
$cur=$_SESSION[‘subject’];
Ssubj ect=$_SESSION [ ‘ chapter’];
$qwr=“select count(questionid) from ccip”;
$rs=mysql_query( Sqwr, Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “mysql_error());
while( Srow = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))
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if($row!=null)
{
$id=Srow[0];
}
}
$id++;
if(isset($_POST[‘reg’]))
{
$qid=filter_var($_POST[‘qidt’] ,filter_sanitize_qidt);
$qutn = filter_var($_POST[‘qst*J ,filter_sanitize_qst);
Sanswl = filter_var($_POST[*ansl’] ,filtcryanitize_ansl);
SExpla = filter_var($_POST[‘Expl’] }filter_sanitize_Expl);
$query=“insert into ccip values($qid,’$cur’/$subject’,’$qutn’,’Sanswl\’$Expla’,0)”;
mysql_query( Jquery, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “.mysql_error());
print “Successfully Added to question Bank”;
}
?>
</hcad>
<body>
<center>
<form method=“post” name-‘fl ”>
<table width=“50%” cellspacing=“20” align=“right”>
<trxth colspan=“2”><font color=“#FF9900”>Fillups Questions Bank Gcneration</fontx/th></tr>
<trxtd>Question number</td><td> <input type-‘text” name=“qidt” id=“qidt “ readonly=“true”
value=‘<?php echo Sid; ?>‘ size=“20” /x/tdx/tr>
<trxtd>Question</tdxtd> <Textarea type=“text” name-‘qst” id=“qst” cols=“50” rows=“5”>
</Textarea></td></tdx/tr>
<tr><td>Answer A</tdxtd> cinput type=“text” name=“ansl” id=“ansl” size-TO” /></td></tr>
<trxtd>Explanation</tdxtd> ctextarea type=“text” name=“Expl” id=“Expl” rows=“8” cols=“50”
x/textarea></tdx/tr>
ctrxtdxinput name=“reg” type=“submit” value=“Submit” /></td><tdxinput type=“button”
value=“reset” name=“hu” id=“ygy” /x/tdx/tr>
</table>
<table align-‘left”>
<trxtdximg src=“online.jpg” width=“300” height=“300”/x/td></tr>
ctrxtdxa href=“subject.php”><-Previous--choose the subject</a></td></tr>
ctrxtdxa href=“create.php”>-Next->Create the question paper</ax/tdx/tr>
</table>
</center>
</form>
<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
</body>
</html>

Objective creation:

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 TransitionaV/EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmll-transitional.dtd”>
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<html xmlns- ‘http: //www.wS. org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
<title>Online Examination System</title>
clink href—‘default.css” rel=“stylesheet” type-‘text/css” />
<?php include(“index2.html”);?>
<?php
Slink = mysql_connect(“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“onlineexam”,Slink) or die (“Can\’t use foo: mysql .error());
session_start();
$cur=$_SESSION[‘subject’];
$subject=$_SESSION[‘chapter’];
$qwr=“select count(questionid) from ccip”;
$rs=mysql_query( Sqwr, Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while( $row = mysql_fetch_array( Srs))
{
if($row!=null)
{
$id=$row[0];
}
}
$id++;
if(isset($_POST[‘reg’]))
{
$qid= filter_var($_POST[‘qidt’] ,filter_saniti/.e_qidt);
Squtn = filter_var($_POST[‘qst’] ,filter_sanitize_qst);
Sanswl = filter_var($_POST[‘ansl’] ,filter_sanitize_ansl);
SExpla = filter_var($_POST[‘Expl’] .filter _sanitize_Expl);
$query=“insert into ccip values($qid,’$cur’,’$subject’,’Squtn’,’Sanswl’,’SExpla’,0)”;
//print “running query: <br />\n Squery <br />\n”;
mysql_query( Squery, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “mysql_error());
print “Successfully Added to question Bank”;
}
?>
</head>
<body>
<center>
cform method=“post” name-‘fl”>
ctable width=“50%” cellspacing-‘20” align=“right”>
<tr><th colspan=“2”><font color=“#FF9900”>Fillups Questions Bank Generation</fontx/thx/tr>
<tr><td>Question number</tdxtd> cinput type=“text” name=“qidt” id=“qidt “ readonly=“true”
value=‘<?php echo Sid; ?>‘ size=“20” /x/td></tr>
<tr><td>Question</td><td> <Textarea type-‘text” name=“qst” id=“qst” cols=“50” rows-‘5”>
</T extareax/tdx/tdx/tr>
<tr><td>Answer A</td><td> cinput type=“text” name=“ansl” id=“ansl” size=“10” /></td></tr>
ctrxtd>Explanationc/tdxtd> ctextarea type-‘text” name=“Expl” id-‘Expl” rows=“8” cols=“50”
x/textareax/td></tr>
ctrxtdxinput name=“reg” type=“submit” value=“ Submit” /x/tdxtdxinput type=“button”
value=“reset” name=“hu” id=“ygy” /x/tdx/tr>
</table>
ctable align=“left”>
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<trxtdximg src=“online.jpg” width=“300” height=“300”/></tdx/tr>
<tr><td><a href=“subject.php”><-Previous-choose the subject</ax/tdx/tr>
<trxtdxa hrefr=“create.php”>-Next->Create the question paper</ax/tdx/tr>
</table>
</center>
</form>
<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
</body>
</html>

Paragraph:
cIDOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transit io naV/EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmll-transitional.dtd”>
<html xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
clink href=“default.css” rel=“stylesheet” type- ‘text/css” />
<title>Online Examination System</title>
<?php include(“index2.html”);?>
<?php
Slink = mysql_connect(“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“onlineexam”,$link) or die (“Can\’t use foo: “. mysq!_error());

session_start();
$cur=$_SESSION[‘subject’];
$subject=$_SESSION[‘chapter’];
$qwr=“select count(questionid) from hardware”;
$rs=mysql_query( Sqwr, Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_errorO);
while( $row = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))

{

if($row!=null)

{
$id=$row[OJ;

}

}
$id++;
if(isset($_POST[‘reg’]))

{
$qid= filter_var(S_POST[‘qidt’] ,filter_sanitize qidt);
Squtn = filter_var($_POST[‘qst’] ,filter_sanitize_qst);
SExpla = filter_var($_POST[‘Expl’] ,filter_sanitize_Expl);
$query=“insert into hardware values(Sqid,’$cur’,’$subject’,’$qutn’,’$Expla’,O)”;
//print “running query: <br />\n Squery <br />\n”;
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mysql_query( Squery, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “.mysql_error());
print “Successfully Added to question Bank”;
}

?>
</head>
<body>
<center>
<form method=“post”nairie=“fl”>
ctable width-‘50%” cellspacing=“20” align=“right”>
<tr><th colspan=“2”xfont color=“#FF9900”>Paragraph Questions Bank Generation</fontx/th></tr>
<tr><td>Question number</tdxtd> <input type=“text” name=“qidt” id-‘qidt” readonly=“true”
value=‘<?php echo Sid; ?>‘ size=“20” /></tdx/tr>
<tr><td>Question</tdxtd><input type=“text” name=“qst” id=“qst” size=“70” /x/tdx/tr>
<trXtd>Explanation</tdxtd> <textarea type=“text” name=“Expl” id=“Expl” rows-‘8” cols=“50”
></textareax/tdx/tr>
<trxtdxinput name=“reg” typc=“submit” value-‘Submit” /x/tdxtdxinput type=“button”
value=“reset” name=“hu” id=“ygy” /></tdx/tr>
</table>
<table align-Teft”>
<trxtd><img src-‘online.jpg” width=‘‘300” height=“300”/x/td></tr>
ctrxtdxa hrcf=“subject.php”><—Previous—choose the subject</ax/tdx/tr>
ctrxtdxa href-‘create.php”>—Next->Creat the question paper</ax/tdx/tr>
</table>
</center>
</form>
<?php include(“fo oter.html”) ;?>
</body>
</html>

Question paper generation:
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN ”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmll-transitional.dtd”>
<html xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“t_ext/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
<title>Online Examination System</title>
<link href=“default, css” rel-‘stylesheet” type=“text/css” />
</head>
<?php include(“index2.html”);?>
<?php
Slink = mysql_ conncct(‘ ‘localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_sclect_db(“onlineexam”,Slink) or die (“Can’t use foo: “. mysql_error());
?>
</head>
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<body>
<center>
<form method=“post” name-*f2” action=“questionpaper.php”>
ctable width=“50%” cellspacing=“20” align- ‘right”>
<tr><th colspan=“2”xfont color=“#FF9900”>Question Paper Generation</font></th></tr>
<tr><td>Question Paper Name</tdxtd> <input type=“text” name-‘qustid” size=“10” /x/tdx/tr>
<trxtd>Enter the Course Name</td><tdxselect name=“sub” onchange-‘funsel()”>
<option value-‘course name”>select the course name</option>
coption value=“MATHS” name=“MATHS”>MATHS</option>
<option value=“PHYSICS” name=“PHYSICS”>PHYSICS</option>
coption value=“CHEMISTRY” name=“CHEMISTRY”>CHEMISTRY</option>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<trxtd>Select the Subject</f'ont> </tdxtd><select name=“ttname” style=“width: 150px”>
<option vaIue=“Choose the subject”>Choose the subject</option>
<?php
$tres=mysql_query(“Select distinct(subject) from createsub “) or die(mysql_error());
while ($trs=mysql_fetch_assoc($tres))
{

echo “<option value=‘$trs [subject]’ >“ . $trs[‘subject’]. ‘</option>‘;

}
?>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td>No_of Fill ups</td><td> <input type-‘text” name=“fillno” size=“10”/> c/td></td></tr>
<trxtd>No ofchoose</tdxtd> <input type-‘text” name-‘chono” size-TO” /></td></tr>
<trxtd>No of paragraph</tdxtd> <input type-“text” name=“parano” size=“10” /x/tdx/tr>
<trxtd>Duration inmins</tdxtd><input type=“text” name-‘dur” size-TO”/x/td></tr>
<trxtd><input name=“reg” type=“submit” value=“Submit” /x/td><tdxinput type=“button”
value-‘reset”name=“hu” id=“ygy”/x/tdx/tr>
<trxtd>
</table>
ctable align- Teft”>
ctrxtdximg src=“online.jpg” width-‘300” height-‘300”/x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtdxa href=“subject.php”x—Previous—choose the subjectC/ax/tdx/tr>
ctrxtdxa href=“create.php”>--Next-->Creat the question paper</a></td></tr>
c/table>
c/centei>
</form>
<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
c/body>
</html>
Question paper:
“-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 TransitionaI//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmlI-transitional.dtd”>
chtml xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
cIDOCTYPE html PUBLIC
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<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-1” />
<link href=“default.css” rel-‘stylesheet” type=“text/css” />
ctitle>Online Examination Systemc/title>
c/head>
c?php include(“index.html”);?>
chi align=“center”> QUESTION PAPERc/hl>
chi align-‘right”><a href=“login.php”>LOGOUT</ax/hl>
<?php
Slink = mysql_connect(“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“°nlineexam”,Slink) or die (“Can’t use foo: “ mysql_error());
if(isset(S_POST[‘reg’]))
{
Sqstid = filter_var($_POST[‘qustid’] ,filter_sanitize_qustid);
Ssubj = filter_var($_POST[‘sub’] ,filter_sanitize_sub);
Ssubf = filter_var($_POST[‘ttname’] ,filter_sanitize_ttname);
Sfill = filter_var($_POST[‘fillno’] ,filter sanitize_fillno);
Scho = filter_var($_POST[‘chono’] ,filter_sanitize_chono);
$para= filter_var($_POST[‘parano’] ,filter_sanitizejparano);
$dur= filter__var($_POST[*dur’] ,filter_sanitize_dur);
$query=“insert into questionpaper values(‘$subf ,’Sqstid’,$dur,30,’$subj’,Sfill,Scho,Spara)”;
mysql_query( Squery, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “.mysql_error());
$cre=“create table $qstid(tblname varchar(20),qustno int)”;
$rs=mysql_query($cres$link) or die (“CREATE error: “.mysql_error());
Squeryl—‘select question3choicel,choice2,choice3,choice4,choice5,questionid from tutorquestionbank
where flag=0 and CourseName=‘$subj’ and SubjectName=‘$subf limit Sfill” ;
$rs=mysql_query($queryl,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “,mysql_error());
echo(“ctable>“);
echo(“ch2>Choose The Best Answer:</h2>“);
Stemp=arrayO;
$i=0;
while( $row = mysql_fetch_array( $rs ) )
{
if($row!=nun)
{
echo(“ctrxtdxh3>“.$row[‘question’].”c/h3>c/tdx/tr>“);
echo (“<trxtd>“.$row[‘choice 1 ’] . “c/tdx/tr>“ );
echo(“ctrxtd>“.$row[‘choice2’].“c/tdx/tr>“);
echo(“ctrxtd>“.$row[‘choice3’]. “c/tdx/tr>“);
echo(“<trxtd>“.$row[‘choice4’], “c/tdx/tr>“);
echo(“ctrxtd>“.$row[‘choice5’]. “</tdx/tr>“);

$ temp [$i]=$row[ * questionid’];
$i++;
}
}
foreach($temp as Stmp)
{
Supl-‘update tutorquestionbank set flag=l where flag=0 and CourseName=‘$subj’ and
SubjectName-‘Ssubf and questionid=$tmp”;
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$rs=mysql_query($upl,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
Sqstinstl-‘insertinto Sqstid valuesf tutorquestionbank’.Stmp)”;
mysql_query( Sqstinstl, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: mysql_error());
}
echo(“</table>“);
Squery2=“select question,questionid from ccip where flag=0 and CourseName=‘$subj’ and
SubjectName=‘$subr limit $cho”;
$rs=mysql_query($query2,$link) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
echo(“<table>“);
echo(“<h2>Fill In The Blanks:</h2>“);
Stemp-arrayO;
$i=0;
while( Srow = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))
{
if($row!=null)
{
echo(“<trxtd>“.$row[0]. “</tdx/tr>“);
Stemp [$i]=$row[‘ questionid ’];
$i++;
}
}
foreach($temp as Stmp)
{
$up2=“update ccip set flag-1 where flag=0 and CourseName=‘$subj’ and SubjectName=‘$subf and
questionid=$ imp”;
$rs=mysql_query($up2,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
Sqstinst2-‘insert into Sqstid valuesf ccip’,Stmp)”;
mysql_query( $qstinst2, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “.mysql_error());
}
echo (“</table>“);
Squery3=“select question,questionid from hardware where flag=0 and CourseName=‘$subj’ and
Subj ectName-‘$ sub P limit Spara”;
$rs=mysql_query($query3,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_errorO);
echo(“<table>“);
echo(“<li2>Answer the Following Questions :</li2>“);
$temp=array();
$i=0;
while( Srow = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))
{
if($row!=null)
{
echo(“<trxtd>“.$row[0]. “</tdx/tr>“);
$temp[$i]=$row[‘questionid’J;
$i++;
}
}
foreach($temp as Stmp)
{
Sup3=“update hardware set flag-1 where flag=0 and CourseName=‘$subj’ and SubjectName=‘$subf
and questionid-Stmp”;
Srs=mysql_query($up3,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
Sqstinst3=“insert into Sqstid valuesfhardware’,Stmp)”;
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mysql_query( $qstinst3, Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “,mysql_error());
}
echo(“</table>“);
}
?>
<body>
<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
</body>
</html>

Student takeup test
Objective test:
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 TransitionaV/EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmll-transitional.dtd”>
<html xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
<title>Online Examination System</title>
<?php include(“indexl.html”);
session_start();
Slink = mysql_connect(“localhost”. “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“onlineexam”f$link) or die (“CanVt use foo: “. mysql_error());
?>
<script type-*text/javascript”>
<?php $c=0; ?>
function getPoBox(f, n,ad,tt) {
f = f.form. elements;
for (var i = f.length - 1; i > -1; --i)
if(f[i].name — n && f[i] .checked)
a=f[i] .value;
location.lii'cf=“myPagc.php?a=“+a+”&b=“+ad+”&ta=“+tt;
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<form method-‘post” name=“fq” >
<?php

$subjt=$_SESSION[‘course’];
$chati=$_SESSION[‘chapter’];
echo(“<centerxh3>“.$subjt.” Question Paper</h3></centcr>“);
echo(“<h5>OBJECTIVES</h5>“);
Squeryl-‘select test_dbname,fill from questionpaper where test_name=‘$chatr’ and
course_id=‘$subjt”’;
$rs=mysql_query($queryl,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while($row = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))
{
if($row!=null)
{
$t=$row[0];
$fc=$row[l];
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$JSESSION[*tes’]=$t;
$qyr=“Select * from $t where tblname=‘tutorquestionbank”’;
$rsl=mysql_query($qyr,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while($row = mysqljfetch_array( Srsl))
{
if($row!=null)
{
$r=$row[0];
$s=$row[l];
}
Squrs-‘select question,choicel,choice2,choice3,choice4,choices,answer from Sr where questionid=$s”;
Srs2=mysql__query($qurs,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
Srow = mysql__fetch_array( Srs2);
if($row!=null)
{
?>
<h3><?php echo $row[0]?></h3></br>
cinput id=“poBoxRadioNo” name=“poBoxRadio” type-‘radio” class=“radio-btn”
value=‘a’ /> <?php echo $row[l] ?></br>
<input id=‘poBoxRadioNo’ name=‘poBoxRadio’ type=‘radio’ class=‘radio-btn’ value=‘b’ /x?php
echo $row[2] ?></br>
<input id=‘poBoxRadioNo’ name=‘poBoxRadio* type=‘radio* class-‘radio-btn’ value=‘c* /><?php
echo $row[3] ?x/br>
cinput id=‘poBoxRadioNo* name=‘poBoxRadio* type=‘radio* class=‘radio-btn* value=‘d’ /><?pbp
echo $row[4] ?></br>
cinput id=‘poBoxRadioNo’ name=‘poBoxRadio’ type=‘radio’ class=‘radio-btn’ value=‘e* /><?php
echo SrowfS] ?x/br>
c/brx/br>
cinput type=“button” name=“bl” value=“Ans” onclick=“getPoBox(this,
‘poBoxRadio’,’<?php echo $row[6] ?>t,’<?php echo St ?>*);” />
c/brx/br>
<?php
}

?>
ccenterxa href=“testfill.php”>next</center>
c/form>
<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
</body>
c/html>
Test for fillups
c’DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmll-transitional.dtd”>
chtml xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
chead>
cmeta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
ctitle>Online Examination Systemc/title>
<?php include(“indexl.html”);?>
cscript type-‘text/javascript”>
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<?php $c=0; ?>
function getPoBox(f,n)ad,tt)
{
var ans=documentgetElementById(n).value;
if(ans!=““)
{
Iocation.href=“myPagel.php?a=“+ans+”&b=“+ad+”&ta=“+tt;
}
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<form method=“post” name-‘fe”>
<?php
$i=l;
Slink = mysql_conncct(“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
niysql__select_db(“onlincexam”,Slink) or die (“Can\’t use foo: mysql_error());
session _start();
Ssubjt=$__SES SION [‘course’];
$chatr=$_SESSION[‘chapter’j;
echo(“<centerxh3>“.$subjt.”Question Paper</h3></center>“);
echo(“<h5>FILL UPS</h5>“);
Squeryl-‘select test_dbname from questionpaper where test_name=‘Schatr’ and course_id=‘$subjt”’;
$rs=mysql_query($queryl,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while( Srow = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))
{
if($row!=nun)
{
$t=$row[0];
}
}
$qyr=“Select * from St where tblname=‘ccip’”;
$rsl=mysql_query($qyr,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while( Srow = mysql_fetch_array( Srsl))
{
if($row!=null)
{
Sr=$row[0];
$s=$row[l];
}
$quro=“select question,answerl from $r where questionid=$s”;
Srs2=mysql_query($quro,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “mysql_error());
Srow = mysql_fetch_array( Srs2);
if($row!=null)
{?>
<h3x?php echo $row[0]?x/h3x/br>

Answerl:<textarea rows=T’ cols=‘17’ name=‘fill<?php echo Si ?>‘ id=‘fill<?php echo Si ?>‘
class=‘radio-btn’ /x/textarea>
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cinput type=“button” name=“bl” value=“Ans” onclick=“getPoBox(this,’fill<?php echo $i
?>‘,’<?php echo $row[l] ?>‘,’<?php echo St ?>*);” />
<?php
}
$i++;
}
?>
cccnterxa href=“testpara.php” >next</center>
c/form>
c?php include(“footer.html”);?>
c/body>
c/html>

Paragraph test question:
cIDOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmll/DTD/xhtmIl-transitional.dtd”>
<html xmlns- ‘http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtmr>
chead>
cmeta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8 859-1” />
<title>Onhne Examination System</title>
c?php include(“index.html”);?>
cscript type=“text/javascript”>
<?php $c=0; ?>
function gctPoBox(f,n,tt,qst){
var ans=document.getElementById(n).value;
location.href=“myPage3.php?a=“+ans+”&b=“+tt+”&ta=“+qst;

)
</script>
</head>
c?php
$i=l;
Slink = mysql_connect(“localhost”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db(“onlineexam”,Slink) or die (“CanVtuse foo: mysql error());
session_start();
$subjt=$_SESSION[ ‘course’];
$chatr=$_SESSION[‘chapter’];
echo(“ccenterxh3>“.$subjt.’’Question Paper</h3x/center>“);
echo(“ch5>FILL UPSc/h5>“);
Squeryl=“select test_dbname from questionpaper where test_name=‘Schatr’ and course_id=‘$subjt”’;
echo(“<h5>PARAGRAPH QUESTIONc/h5>“);
Srs-anysql_query($queryl,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while( $row = mysql_fetch_array( Srs))
{
if($row!=null)
{
$t=$row[0];
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}
$qyi=“Select * from St where tblname=‘hardware’”;
$rs 1-mysql_query(Sqvr,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “.mysql_error());
while( Srow = mysql_fetch_array( Srsl))
{
if($row!=null)
{
$i=$row[0];
$s=$row[I];
}
$quro=“select question from $r where questionid=$s”;
$rs2=mysql_qucry($quro,$link) or die (“SELECT error: “mysql_error());
while( Srow = mysqljfetch_array( $rs2))
{
if($row!=null)
{?>
<h3x?php echo $row[0]; ?x/h3>
Answerl:</brxtextarea rows=‘10’ cols=‘100’ name=‘para<?php echo $i ?>‘ id=‘para<?php
echo Si ?>‘ class=‘radio-btn’ /x/textarea>
cinput type=“button” name=“bl” value=“Ans” onclick=“getPoBox(this,’para<?php echo Si
?>‘,’<?php echo St ?>‘,’<?php echo $row[0] ?>*);” />
<?php
}
}
$i++;
}
?>
<body>
<form action-'result.php” method=“post”>
<centerxinput type=“submit” value=“Final submit” name=“sud”/x/center>
</form>
<?php include(“footer.html”);?>
</body>
</html>

Result:
CDOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 TransitionaI//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtmIl/DTD/xhtmll-transitional.dtd”>
chtml xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-l” />
<link liref~“de fault, css” rel=“stylesheet” type=“text/css” />
<title>Online Examination System</title>
<?php include(“index.html”);
Slink = mysql_connect(Tocalhost ”, “root”)
or die(“Could not connect: “ . mysql_error());
mysql_select_db (“onlineexam”,Slink) or die (“CanVt use foo: mysql_error());
session_start();
$testl=$_SESSION[‘tes’];
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$uid=$_SESSION[‘user’J;
?>
</head>
<hl align=“right’ *xa href=“stulogin.php”>LO G OUT</a></h 1 >
<body>
<?php
$iloop=0;
$jloop=0;
Squeryl““select userans,result from result where qpid=‘$testl ’ and studentid=$uid and
qtype=‘objective’”;
$rs=mysqI_query(Squery 1,Slink) or die (“SELECT error: “,mysql_errorQ);
while($row = mysql_fetch_array( $rs))
{
if($rowNnull)
{
$usi=$row[0];
$ans=$row[l];
if($usi=$ans)
{
$iloop++;
}
}
}

$queryl=“selectuserans,result from result where qpid=‘$testl’ and studentid=$uid and qtype=‘fillup’”
$rs=mysql_query($queryl,$link) or die (“SELECT error: “.niysql_error());
while($row = mysql_fetch_array( Srs))
{
if($row!=null)
{
$usr=$row[0];
$ans=$row[l];
if'($usr=Sans)
{
$jloop++;
}
}
}
echo “<center><h2>UR Score for objective : “.$iloop,”</h2></center>“;
echo “<centerxh2>UR Score for fillup : “.Sjloop.”</h2x/center>“;

Squerl—‘insertinto viewresultvalues($uid,’$testlSiloop,$jloop,0)”;
Srss_mysqI_query(Squerl.Slink) or die (“INSERT error: “.mysql_error());
echo “<brxbrxh2> Ur paragraph question result will be updated soon,</h2>“;
include(“footer.html”);
?>
</body>
</html>
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This is the page where registered teacher can login.
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Teacher Home-page:

Online Examination System
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After logging in, teacher gets on this page, where he/ she has multiple tabs to choose
based on his/ her requirement.
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This is the first tab “New Chapter”, where teacher can look for the existing chapters
and can create new for the specified course name.
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Question Bank:

' Online Examination System

Question Bank uiwrMwl

Select te Subject Hams

[select ilia course name El

Sefect 'ba Chapter

1 ??!?.9se the subject

Enter thss- Cuoslfc' 1VP»

Cfill la t?s Blanks'
OMultJpte Choke
pfEi-egraph

Pl

J.5SSS i atkihiSl^ I HUsatfA

On this page a teacher can add all three types (Fill in the blanks, Multiple Choice and
Paragraph) of new questions for the particulate subject name and the chapter.
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New Fill in the Blanks Question:
■MB
I]

os» Sysfem; Thi£ew4lkl$
.^iKfetiob }i?wvhi ’> sclHty SS tusMiitr
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This is the page where a teacher can add Fill in the Blanks type new question.
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New Multiple Choice Question:

IlipgrpS* Syi'tfnii

k|

[otUo & Qu

n )"i>n jorj

StiUlpfe Chaise OtiSsttens fertx Gene-iirJon

Question
number
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Choice 8

Choice C

..teffi L?5.

Choice Q

Choices
F’
U

ArrMPf

Explanation

< ^aUsni .biinrscs.w

This is the page where a teacher can add Multiple Choice type new question.
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New Paragraph Question:
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This is the page where a teacher can add Paragraph type new question.
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Question Paper:
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Strict, the Subject

On this page, a teacher can create new question paper for the particular course and
subject.
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Select Questions for Question Paper:

Pick Multiple Choice Question from Question bank
Multiple Choice Questions from Question Bank
1) lf ’K’ is a real constant, and

f(x) is a real

quadratic in ’x’ such that f (x * K) » f(-x) and the coe

Q
xA2 +kx*c = 0
x A2/2«* c =

x/7 'kx"■
x A2-f2kx-* c- 0

NONE______________
fold t^OuestiggPapgrl

2) The integers x,yfz satisfy |x+2|+ |y »3| - | z-5p 1 then find the number of possible values of |x»y+

4
3
1
2.

HONE
3)

The product of four distinct positive integers a, b, c. d is 8! The numbers also satisfy ab*a+b+t=3

7
5

b
8

NONE
feddto’tQqesijon'Papet]

4)

20 % of 2 is equal to

20
4
0.4

O
NOME
!Add to;QuBsticn'Pa^^
5} dfhfgjhgkhjl

afl;
likj
tyuiu
qewe
none

On this page, teacher can add the questions for his new question paper.
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Upgrade Student Mark:
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11105

Select tk Qaestlpn Paperftestl

On this page, teacher can pick the student and the test taken by the student to grade the
Paragraph type question’s answer.
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Grading Paragraph Question:
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On this page, teacher can read and grade the paragraph type answers.
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Existing Question Paper:

Online Examination System

j
I
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F
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s
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On this page, teacher can choose any the existing question paper to look up from the
all available ones.
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Existing Question Paper:
i

' y>rir *’’W ' p>pG

Fl-ad

QUESTION PAPER

LOGOUT
testl Question Paper

Multiple Choice:
t) If ‘K’ is a real constant and f(x) is a real quadratic in ’x’ such that f(x < K) » f(-x) and the cue

ka2 4fc< ’■ e - 0
x A2 *k» + c ° C

k V; -kx r c ;d n

k '? *2fcx + c- 0
NQtiE

2) 20% of 2 is equal to
20

4
0.4
0.04
NOIC

Fill in the Blanks :
1) Find tire number of ordered Ulptet$(a,t>,c) of positive integers for which lCM.(a,l>).1W0, LCM(b.c) =2000 and LCM(c,a)»M00.

paragraph :
1) State and Prove De morgans theorem

On this page, teacher can look the existing question paper and its questions.
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Assign/ Withdraw Question paper:

Online Examination System

LQfiQUI

l-'trrat'e $»)up. p< r vi};

|!>5WS.Ehlwi

Test Assigned Successfully
Assfetf Withdraw quwt.iun paper

[Choose the student itjjJ

deleft rhe student U

5ekt,t fe St&jecl ten?
Select tta EiistUij Question Paper

i Choose the subject hrl

(A?isignja uestion pagej

LWL^£St[*Mi<tnTaj?e,f

On this page, teacher can assign or withdraw selected question paper for the selected
student.
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New Students can register on this page.
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Student Login:

Online Examination System
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Reference
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A registered student can login on this page.
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Student Home page:

’ Online 'Examination System
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This is the page, a student can see after logging in and can select the Subject to take
the test.
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Instruction page:
::ll

onii ■ w Lx.'• nri n’iifcn Syst wsi I > is tidb’ a ?)• ‘.via riin ji itryJd i; tar. i: i tv to aj itikii orf' ■e: .am irF.i ■ an Ji 3 air r."S flat?. /ps11 i idlo. c;. I
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■

thO results.'as well

LOSfiUI

Instruction

1. please dose al! the browser tnstancirs bsfcre sterling tfe teste

2. Do not d‘«r te browser 'Refresh' cr 'Bick" butted during the test dirk fe refresh batten only if you do not see the rpwstion or there k a
ooronrimjeatisn error,

3. Question once answred cannot be changed or revisited.

4. All <ji;estii'ste erti ctrrripsdsctry.

5. aE tael ate time hound;

if ail the questions are trot answed in Lime the testwin be antemattai£y submitted with status -rs llmout

6. €tick the start East button to start the test.

fetari. theTeslj
Jjahtiilida I swimr L™i “rtejrasss

After selecting the subject and before starting the test, this page appears for the
student.
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Test (Multiple Choices):

j Online Examination System

IQSQUI

J4-j Elsple ChciM
lest! Question Paper

1) The reason « granite block Is mostly empty space is because the atoms in the granite are:
G Held b';ge liter by elect: kel fcwces
dInvisible

Cs'ot as rfese together as they crrsdd be
<j Mostly empty space themselves

ChOKF,

2) Nuclei ai atoms that mate tip a newborn baby were made in:
O in the mother's body

CAn dent stars
C Tits toad the mother eats before gfvh^ birth

OThe earth
Cnotje

SOS.!

This is the test page, which appears after instruction. Here student can answer the
multiple choice questions.
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Test (Fill in the Blanks):

Online Examination System

.“V.-

■■■■
’■Ui , ,r^

LQ_G_OJJI

FILL nlTHF BLANKS

testZQuestlon Paper

1) When a beam of parallel light rays are Incident on a plane mirror they:
AniY.er r d______________________ /■.
2) how many planets are there In solarsystem?
Answer 1J____________ _________ ___ .6.

hext
I SzstzllaEjl fikntfiu

This is the test page, which appears after instruction. Here student can answer the fill
in the blanks questions.
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Test (Paragraph Type):

| Online Examination System

LOGOUT

PARAGRAPH QUESTION

test2Question Paper

1) Two routers Rtrl and Rtr2 ere both configured with RIP only. Wlial will be the result when Rtrl receives a routing update that contains a higher
cost path to o network already in lb routing table?

Answari:

2) explain about photosynthesis?
Answer 1:

{Finalsiibmit!

IlStUAkm I

tgra I nrfiirvts

This is the test page, which appears after instruction. Here student can answer the
Paragraph type questions.
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Result page:

’ Online Examination System
'

Homepage

(Silimr Cm.iincli ri ject'-r’. 11 i Web

P

Teachers Login

fi'd’jly b cjri.te.l .

Student Login

ixju'i j^bun.ii

Reference

I n o as *t A,vi

r.4i-*»i of ■-indents tn ghe hue ezan st a time an'! dhfinytc th" rmulu Wk rhe ti’d grits aver, iv normed tn «Si't kt the
rvcull it Ii ju idrvjtkJi'i’ fi'.o rated Ly U’a seive/iusin c«i ring tier, bEiri vnJ.gwj lira tcc.l with hta specific Id, eniJ un see

die resells ss "nS

ElrSB’dihi’Sj

LOGOUT
Your Score for Multiple Choice : 1
Your Score for Fill in the Blanks : 1

Your paragraph question result will be updated soon.
l laintcol

This page appears when the student finishes Paragraph type question and hits the Final
Submit button.
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Final Result page:
f

Online Examination System

online Ls.imln.ition System ttih v,‘ot,Appli«t>on provides Jacillry jo randuct online wot lira tlon.lt nrirav limn us it aliens

j

number of stniants re n‘w si* exa-n at a time and JLpLtjT ilia results a? Hie t?st gels <rtw,..w ro nwl !o will lor ti-.o

|

Kis MtomjtlciJty fsr.era'jid by dr* wver.ihw an reglitw’, login erj give lH; test with lib sprfik td> aiitj c.m st#

■

the results as well

LQG.R.UT

MARK REVIEW

[sTUDENT tp[TE5T NAME[?JJLTIPLE CHOKf>ILl_ IN THE BLANK [PARAGRAPH
|tlCh
[llflS

1^12.
ijlnstl

Ii.

il!

;b ...

Jh. . .. .....h.....i
Sash

After selecting the “View Mark” link of the student home page, this page appears with
all the scores, with the grades of the paragraph type answers once graded by the
teacher.
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Review:

Online Examination System

cml-.fr E >ar.. iclicxi Systacitt-

."j Ai jilrj ti'i' [-ntrJcs (an. f, ti

we.■ rt

.xMiou C< .n'truhr.n, it s.r.el tlrwt

M

It aim

t'txbei ci itudrni’ tn jl.e the ea.i'n at a tbr'» aU displrys the results a. the tea t. gcIlLCsef, so rai wetl tu wtft h< the

1

<

teW<t. tt w autoniatnj.lt/gentrated tiy ifm H'n'in.Use1 can reshter. Lulu rind give rhe ltrs! idlti Ins spitcttk Mt and chi see

the ivsultt as w»l

LQQCWI

TEST REVIEW

This page appears, when the student needs to review his test. Here student choose the
subject, which he wants to review.
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Question Paper Review:
test2 Question Paper Review

MULTIPLE CHOICE
USER ANSWER:

1) C
2) 3
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION REVIEW
IJQuestion:
The reason a granite block is mostly empty space is because the atoms in the granite are:

A :Held together by electrical forces
B invisible

C :Not as clow together as they could be

0 :Mostly empty space themselves

E :N0NE
Answer:

a
2)Question:

Nuclei of atoms that make up a newborn baby were made in:
A: In the mother’s body

B lAndent stars
C ;The food the mother eats before giving birth

D :The earth

E :NONE

Answer:

a
This is the page, where student can review his answers.
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